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which for that very reason has become increasingly
injurious to individual culture. There exists a deep fjulf
between what a man is and what he represents, i>, between
the man as an individual and his function-capacity as u
collective being. His function is developed at; the
expense of his individuality. Should he excel, he is
merely identical with his collective function; but should
he not, then, although certainly esteemed as a function
in society, he is as an individuality wholly on the side of
his inferior, undeveloped functions, and therefore simply
barbarous, whereas the former has more fortunately
deceived himself concerning his actually existing bar*
barism. This one-sidedness has undoubtedly yielded not
inconsiderable advantages to society, which has thereby
gained acquisitions that could have been won ia no other
way; as Schiller finely observes; "Only by focussing
the whole energy of our mind and knitting together our
entire nature in one unique faculty, do we, as it were,
give wings to this individual gift and bring it by artifice
far beyond the limits which nature seems to have laid
down for it" (p. 29).
But this onesided development must inevitably lead
, to a reaction, since the repressed inferior functions cannot
be indefinitely excluded from common life and develop-
ment, The time will come when "the cleavage in the
inner man must again be resolved ", that the undeveloped
may be granted an opportunity to live,
I have already alluded to the fact that the differentia-
tion of function in civilized development ultimately effects
a dissociation of the basic functions of the psyche, thus
in a certain measure transcending the differentiation of
capacity, and even encroaching upon the province of the
psychological attitude in general, which governs the whole
-manner and character of the application of capacity* By
this means culture effects % differentiation of that function

